H2 Coarse
Two-Component Patching Mortar

US SPEC H2 is a two-component polymer modified portland cement mortar. This product is a fast setting patching material for surface repairs from feather edge to 1” neat and up to 4” extended. If your concrete is spalling from being exposed to the winter elements, H2 is good for repairing those surfaces. It maintains a smooth, creamy consistency for easy troweling and offers the benefits of Ferrolok™, a penetrating corrosion inhibitor. Recommended for both interior and exterior surfaces.

Floatcoat
SandLess, Self Curing, Micro-Leveling Skim Coat

Floatcoat is designed to provide a smooth, level floor prior to the installation of a final floor covering. This material will provide a bondable surface in 4 hours for floor coverings such as carpet, tile, sheet vinyl and VCT. Floatcoat can be applied up to 1/4” in a single lift and will not shrink, crack or spall. It is an easy to use, single component product and no priming is needed.